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A marketing study of 255 consumers was conducted in three southern states
(VA, GA and TX) in order to better understand consumer willingness to pay for
sustainably produced animal fiber products. A portion of the study explored the
shopping habits of consumers of local products by determining where they had seen
both local food and local fiber apparel products. Close to half of participants reported
seeing products made from local fibers. While the locally owned grocery store was a
location with local food available for sale that was listed by a majority of participants,
less than 10% of participants reported seeing local fiber products at the locally owned
grocery store. The results suggest that locally owned grocery stores might be missing an
opportunity to enhance their connection to the local economy by not offering local fiber
products

In order to test the strength of various marketing images used on locally
produced fiber products, participants were asked to rank computer-generated images
overlaid with the phrase “Made with Virginia Wool” (in the case of Virginia). The first
image was a sheep, the second was a farmhouse nestled in a pasture, and the third
image was a hand with a green leaf on the palm. A majority of participants most
preferred the image of the sheep, with a similar but smaller percentage most preferring
the hand with the green leaf. The fewest participants rated the farm home image as
their top preference. This suggests that in the retailing of locally produced fiber
products, consumers would prefer an emphasis on the animal rather than the farm or
the larger environment.

To explore consumers' preference for their state agricultural logo in combination
with other images and phrases, participants were shown three different mock tags;
similar to what would be seen on hang-tags for apparel products and asked to click on
parts of the tags that they liked. The results suggest that different state agricultural
logos have different levels of appeal for consumers, but that consumers are interested
in seeing these logos on apparel products.


